In conventional bit rate control schemes, the buffer level is controlled by adjusting the quantization step size while the frame rate and spatial resolution chosen for coding are fixed throughout the coding process. In this paper, we consider a more general Multidimensional (M-D) bit rate control where the frame rate, spatial resolution and quantization step size are jointly adapted for buffer control. In the M-D bit rate control setting, the problem is to decide which frames to code (and which frames to skip) along with the spatial resolution and the quantization step size to use for each coded frame. Given a finite set of operating points on a M-D grid, we formulate the optimal solution of the M-D buffer-constrained allocation problem. The formulation allows a skipped frame to be reconstructed from one coded frame using any temporal interpolation method. A dynamic programming algorithm is presented to obtain an optimal solution for the case of intraframe coding which is a special case of dependent coding. We experiment with both zero-order hold and motion-compensated temporal interpolation. Operational rate-distortion (R-D) bounds are illustrated for both the M-D and conventional bit rate control approaches. Our focus is on very low bit rate applications where a significant delay is tolerable.
INTRODUCTION
In video communications, a buffer is required to couple the output bit rate produced by the encoder with the channel transmission rate. The important problem of allocating bits in a buffer-constrained environment has been studied extensively. Most of the emphasis is placed on the conventional bit rate control approach where the problem is how to choose quantizers under a buffer constraint while the frame rate and spatial resolution are fixed throughout the coding process. This approach does not allow the frame rate and spatial resolution to adapt to a nonstationary source and also requires these parameters to be chosen a priori.
In this paper, we consider a more general Multidimensional (M-D) bit rate control which is based on jointly adapting the frame rate, spatial resolution and quantization step size. The idea of adapting the frame rate and spatial resolution for buffer control has been considered before. Many variable frame rate coding schemes have been proposed, for example, see Refs. 1 and 2. However, in our approach, we use an operational rate-distortion (R-D) framework extending the work in Ref. 3 where the goal is to minimize some global distortion metric in a bufferconstrained environment with respect to a finite set of operating points on a M-D grid. The added flexibility of the M-D bit rate control approach allows the bit rate controller to be more adaptive to a nonstationary source. For example, the controller has the flexibility to skip more frames when the temporal correlation is high and to code more frames when the temporal correlation is low. Similarly, the controller has the flexibility to spatially subsample frames prior to coding when the spatial correlation is high.
An important question to consider is how much coding gain can be achieved using the M-D bit rate control approach compared with the conventional approach? To answer this question, we assume the entire sequence is available for processing and solve the M-D buffer-constrained allocation problem formulated in this paper for the case of intraframe coding. The M-D buffer-constrained allocation problem involves determining which frames to code (and which frames to skip), along with the spatial resolution and the quantization step size to use for each coded frame so as to obtain a reconstructed video sequence that is as close as possible to the original according to some objective measure. Since skipped frames are reconstructed from coded frames, dependency still exists with the case Input video Figure 1 . M-D bit rate control process. Controller jointly adapts frame rate parameter i, spatial subsampling parameters sh , s and quantizer parameter q.
of intraframe coding. The case of interframe coding is not considered in this paper due to the complexity involved with computing an optimal solution.
The results of the optimization can be directly utilized in video server applications and can serve as a benchmark for assessing the performance of other suboptimal bit rate control algorithms. Furthermore, analysis of the results for the case of intraframe coding provides insight for the case of interframe coding. The focus of this work is for applications requiring very low bit rates and where it is acceptable to introduce a significant delay.
Section 2 discusses the M-D bit rate control problem. We formulate the optimal solution of the M-D bufferconstrained allocation problem in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, a dynamic programming algorithm is presented to obtain an optimal solution for the case of intraframe coding which is a special case of dependent coding. In Sect. 5, we analyze the results of the optimization and illustrate the operational R-D bounds of the M-D and conventional approaches. Section 6 concludes the paper.
M-D BIT RATE CONTROL
The video format chosen for coding has a significant impact on the quantization performed during the coding process. Given a source with a reference frame rate of f° [f/s] , the frame rate chosen for coding is defined by fi=t, (1) where i is the frame rate parameter which defines the distance between coded frames. Similarly, given a source with a spatial resolution of M1 x M2 pixels per frame, the spatial resolution chosen for coding is defined by -x , where Sh , S represent the horizontal and vertical spatial subsampling parameters, respectively. Subsampling the video in both the temporal and spatial dimensions prior to coding increases the bit allocation to pixels that are coded by a factor of ShSvj.
In the conventional bit rate control approach, the buffer level is controlled by adjusting a quantizer parameter, q, which defines the quantization step size while i, 8h and s remain fixed. In this case, i, Sh and s are determined a priori independent of the quantization performed during the coding process. The frame rate parameter i is typically determined based on experience and sh , s are often set to 1 for the luminance component. In Ref. 4 , a theoretical approach has been taken to obtain the optimal frame rate.
The M-D bit rate control process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the M-D approach, i, sh , s and q are jointly adapted to control the buffer level. The M-D controller jointly operates the skipped/coded switch, spatial subsampler and the quantizer used by the encoder. The controller determines which frames to code (and which frames to skip) through the choice of the frame rate parameter. If a frame is coded, the controller also determines the spatial subsampling and quantizer parameters to be used for the coded frame. The conventional bit rate control approach is a special skipped (S)/coded (C) switch S case of the M-D approach. Since the frame rate and spatial subsampling parameters are chosen automatically during the coding process using the M-D approach, there is no need to choose the frame rate and spatial resolution a priori.
The M-D bit rate control approach can be employed with any encoder. When a frame is skipped, it is reconstructed at the receiver using some form of temporal interpolation. Quite often, zero-order hold temporal interpolation is used. With additional complexity at the receiver, skipped frames can be reconstructed using motion-compensated temporal interpolation. Similarly, when a coded frame is spatially subsampled prior to quantization, it is reconstructed to full resolution at the receiver using some form of spatial interpolation.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we present an integer programming formulation of the M-D buffer-constrained allocation problem. In the formulation, we allow a skipped frame to be reconstructed from one coded frame.
Suppose the controller can choose from I frame rate parameters, Q quantizer parameters, Sh horizontal spatial subsampling parameters and S, vertical spatial subsampling parameters. Let ma denote the maximum frame rate parameter and let N denote the length of the video sequence. The combination of all parameters defines the set of operating points on a M-D grid. Let the index j = 1, . . . , IQShS represent one of the operating points ordered into
Define x(k) to be the index for the operating point used to code frame k. Coding frame ic with operating point x(k) produces a rate rk,x(k)*, distortion dk,(k) and buffer state B(lc) given by
where c is channel rate per frame and i is the frame rate parameter associated with operating point x(lc). If frame k is skipped, x(k) is set to zero and rk,o = 0 t. In the interval between coded frames, the buffer state decreases linearly at the rate of c bits per frame. If the buffer state falls to zero at any given time, stuffing bits are used to maintain the buffer at the zero level.
When the frame rate parameter i is used, the i -1 skipped frames between coded frames are reconstructed using one of i reconstruction patterns illustrated in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , both backward and forward reconstruction are used to reconstruct skipped frames. The use of backward reconstruction introduces a frame reorder delay. The maximum possible frame reorder delay is max 1 frames. Since skipped frames are reconstructed from coded frames, the sequence p(k) is introduced where p(k) is set to k if frame Ic is coded and set to r if frame lc is skipped and reconstructed from frame r. Therefore, dk,((k)) represents the distortion of frame k reconstructed from frame p(k) which has been coded with operating point x(p(k)). If frame k is coded, it is reconstructed from itself (i.e.
Given spatial and temporal interpolation methods to be used at the receiver, find the sequences x(k) and p(k) that solves
where Bmax ]S the buffer size and f(dO,r(p(O)), di,((i)), . . . dN_1,((N_1))) 5 some distortion metric.
*The rate includes the overhead bits required to specify that operating point x(k) is selected. tOverhead bits required to reconstruct a skipped frame are included in the rate of a coded frame. Overhead bits are required to specify the reconstruction patterns and motion vectors if motion-compensated temporal interpolation is used. One useful distortion metric is the total distortion given by
It is also useful to consider a weighted distortion metric given by
where C is the set of coded frames and C' is the set of skipped frames. Choosing different values of c allows one to achieve different tradeoffs between quantization noise and temporal resolution. For example, coded frames can be weighted more heavily by setting a > . This has the effect of reducing the number of frames that are coded which, in turn, reduces quantization noise. This is useful when the temporal correlation is small. Setting = results in the unweighted total distortion given in Eq. (3).
To solve the case of conventional bit rate control, the frame rate and spatial subsampling parameters are fixed at some specified level (i.e. I = Sh = S = 1) and the optimization is performed with respect to quantizer parameter and reconstruction pattern selection. In the special case of conventional bit rate control where every frame is coded, p(k) = k and the formulation reduces to the buffer-constrained formulations presented in Refs. 3 and 5. In the corresponds to coding frames independently of other coded frames, however, dependency still exists since skipped frames are reconstructed from coded frames. Any additive distortion metric such as those given in Eqs. (3) and (4) may be used. In the special case of conventional bit rate control where every frame is coded, max and our algorithm reduces to the algorithm in Ref.
3 which solves the case of purely independent coding. It is useful to begin with defining a trellis to represent all the feasible buffer paths. A path is a concatenation of branches and a feasible buffer path is a path linking nodes at the initial stage to nodes at the final stage. Each stage represents a frame that will be either skipped or coded. Each node is a triplet (k, b, n) where k E 0, . . . , N -1 is the stage number, b E 0, . . . , Bmax is the buffer state and n E 0, . . . , min(imar _ 1, N _ k 1) represents the number of future skipped frames that are reconstructed from coded frame k. In the remainder of this section, we will assume for notational convenience, unless otherwise stated, that min(imax _ 1, N k 1) rnax 1• A branch links a node in one stage with a node in another stage as illustrated in Fig. 3 . If operating point j (which uses frame rate parameter i) at stage k has R-D characteristics (rk,, dk,), then node (k -i, b, n) will be linked to node (k, b + rk, -ic, m) by a branch of cost weight dk_j++1,j + . . . + dk, + . . . + dk+m,j, for 0 < n < i -1, 0 < in < ma , provided no overflow occurs. Here, n corresponds to using reconstruction pattern n as defined in Fig. 2 between coded frames k -i and Ic. Note that frames in the interval [k -i + n + 1, . . . , k + in] can be considered as a unit which is coded independently of other units.
Given an initial buffer state, we are interested in finding the shortest buffer path through the trellis. The algorithm described below can be used to generate all the paths in the trellis. Algorithm .
Step 0: Choose an initial buffer state B(-l). The algorithm begins by coding the first frame with all quantizer and spatial subsampling parameter combinations. For each parameter combination, the first frame is used to reconstruct the next n frames, OT1majj 1, to populate all the achievable nodes at stage 0. If any parameter combinations achieve the same rate, only the combination producing the minimum distortion will be kept. Set the stage count k to zero.
.
Step 1: At stage k add permissible branches (no buffer overflow) to the end nodes of all surviving paths. At each node, a branch is grown for all operating points and reconstruction patterns, and the cost of that branch is added to the total accumulated cost of the path arriving to the node in a future stage. If an operating point has a frame rate parameter i, branches will be grown linking nodes at stage k with nodes at stage k + i.
If k + i> N -1, then branches will be grown linking nodes (k, b, N -k -1) with nodes (N -1, b -(N -k -1).c, 0).
Step 2: Of all the paths arriving at a node in stage k + i, the minimum cost path is chosen and the rest are pruned (due to the independence and additivity of the branch costs). Note that a path surviving the current iteration may be pruned in a future iteration.
Step 3: Increment k by 1 and go to Stepi.
RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of the M-D and conventional bit rate control approaches using the algorithm in Sect. 4. The encoder in the experiments uses 8 x 8 block DCT's, scalar quantizers and Huffman codes. We use the distortion metric given in Eq. (3) and the sum of absolute error (SAD) as the criteria for optimality. Mean square error (MSE) is not used since it over-emphasizes the large distortion associated with skipped frames. We present results for two video sequences: the well-known Carphone sequence and a segment of underwater video taken from an unmanned undersea vehicle (UUV) system. Both video sequences are of size 160x128 pixels at 30 f/s and 8 bits/pixel (i.e. the luminance component is only considered). Global motion-compensated temporal interpolation is used for the underwater video and zero-order hold temporal interpolation is used for the Carphone sequence. The reason for this choice is due to the fact that the motion in the underwater video is global while the motion in the Carphone sequence varies within the frame making it more difficult to accurately reconstruct skipped frames with motion-compensated temporal interpolation. If coded frames are spatially subsampled, bilinear interpolation is employed for both sequences. The initial buffer state is set to zero and the buffer size is set to be Bmax L•c, for some integer L which corresponds to a buffer delay of L frames. Given the value of L, ma<L. In all experiments, the controller can choose from the set of frame rate parameters, i E {3, . . . , mar}1, for some specified max the set of spatial subsampling parameters, Sh, s E {1, 2}, allowing each coded frame to be subsampled by factor of 1 (no subsampling) or 2 in either direction, and the set of quantizer parameters to be used for each coded frame, q E { 1 , . . . , 3 1} , ordered from finest to coarsest. The results for the segment of the underwater video and the Carphone sequence are discussed in Sects. 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.
Underwater video
In this section, we experiment with a segment of underwater video taken from a camera attached to an untethered TJUV system which scans the ocean floor for various reasons, i.e. object retrieval, mine avoidance, etc. As the Ut7V moves in the forward direction, objects on the ocean floor enter and eventually leave the scene. In the clip of video under consideration, objects remain in the scene for about 50 frames representing the fact that the UUV is moving slowly compared to the frame rate. The underwater video is an interesting case study since the scene is fixed and the motion in the video is induced from the motion of the camera attached to the vehicle. As a result, skipped frames can be reconstructed accurately using global motion-compensated temporal interpolation with negligible overhead bits. While any motion model may be utilized, the translational model is sufficient for the clip of video under consideration. Furthermore, the spatial correlation is high since the objects in the scene are blurred in the underwater environment.
The operational R-D bounds using the M-D bit rate control approach are shown in Fig. 4 for the case where L is set to 10, corresponding to a buffer delay of 10 frames, and ma is set to 9 allowing a maximum frame reorder delay of 8 frames. For a given buffer size, the frame reorder delay decreases with increasing bit rate since more frames are coded as the bit rate increases. For comparison purposes, operational R-D bounds are also shown for the conventional bit rate control approach at three different frame rates (i = 4, 6, 8) with sh and s set to 2. To make a fair comparison with the M-D approach, L is chosen for the conventional approach at each bit rate so that the sum of the buffer and frame reorder delay is the same as that achieved with the M-D approach. For example, the frame reorder delay using the M-D approach at 10 kb/s is 7 frames (see Fig. 5 ). Therefore, the total buffer and frame reorder delay is 17 frames. To compare the M-D approach with the conventional approach at 10 kb/s and i = 6, L is set to at least 12 since the maximum possible frame reorder delay is 5 frames when i =6 (see Fig. 6 ).
Observation of the conventional bit rate control curves shows that the lowest frame rates perform best at lower rates and the highest frame rates perform best at higher rates. The curves also illustrate that the M-D bit rate control approach can significantly outperform the conventional approach. For example, to achieve the same distortion using the M-D approach at 10 kb/s, the conventional approach would require a bit rate of about 16 kb/s.
The underwater video was provided by Draper Laboratory. For the video sequences and bit rates considered in this paper, i = {1, 2} is rarely used. The optimal parameter and reconstruction pattern selection using the M-D bit rate control at 10 kb/s is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Figure 5(a) illustrates the frame rate parameter and reconstruction pattern selection. The reconstruction patterns are represented by the dotted lines. For example, starting from the left in Fig. 5(a) , frames 1-6 are reconstructed from coded frame 0, frames 8-11 are reconstructed from coded frame 7,frames 12-15 and 17-24 are reconstructed from coded frame 16, etc. Frames located at the dotted lines will be referred to as boundary frames. A coded frame is also a boundary frame when it is not used for backward and/or forward reconstruction.
The locations of boundary frames and coded frames are highly influenced from objects entering and leaving the scene. For example, consider frames 11-24 in Fig. 5(a) . An object leaves the scene after frame 11 and an object enters the scene at frame 12. Furthermore, objects begin to leave the scene at frame 17. This explains why forward reconstruction is used for frames 11,17-24 and backward reconstruction is used for frames 12-15. This analysis suggests that when an object enters the scene, the frame at which it first enters should be either coded or reconstructed using backward reconstruction. Similarly, when an object begins to leave the scene, the frame at which it begins to leave should be either coded or reconstructed using forward reconstruction.
Figures 5(c) and (d) show that the algorithm chooses to subsample every coded frame by a factor of 2 in each direction at 10 kb/s. This is partly due to the limited resources. However, it is evident from Figure 5 (b) that spatial subsampling is favored over coarser quantization due to the high spatial correlation in the underwater images. For illustration purposes, the optimal quantizer and reconstruction pattern selection using the conventional approach with i = 6 and Sh S = 2 at 10 kb/s is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
Carphone sequence
In this section, we experiment with the first 80 frames of the Carphone sequence which was clipped from the original Q CIF version. Skipped frames are reconstructed from coded frames using zero-order hold temporal interpolation. The operational R-D bounds using the M-D bit rate control approach are shown in Fig. 7 for the case where L is set to 10 and 2rnax IS set to 9. Operational R-D bounds are also shown for the conventional bit rate control approach at three different frame rates (i = 4 6, 7) with sh and s set to 1. The buffer size used for the conventional approach varies as discussed in Section 5.1. Observation of the conventional bit rate control curves again shows that the lowest frame rates perform best at lower rates and the highest frame rates perform best at higher rates. The curves also illustrate that the M-D bit rate control can significantly outperform the conventional bit rate control. To achieve the same distortion at 60 kb/s using the M-D approach, the conventional approach would require a bit rate of about 75 kb/s.
The optimal parameter and reconstruction pattern selection using the M-D bit rate control at 50 kb/s is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Figure 8(a) illustrates the frame rate parameter and reconstruction pattern selection. Refer to the discussion in Sect. 5.1. The algorithm tends to skip more frames when the temporal correlation is high and to code more frames when the temporal correlation is low. Figures 8(c) and (d) illustrate that the algorithm performs little spatial subsampling at 50 kb/s. This is due to the fact that the video contains sharp details. For illustration purposes, the optimal quantizer and reconstruction pattern selection using the conventional approach with i = 7 and Sh S 1 at 50 kb/s is illustrated in Fig. 9 . at 40, 60 and 80 kb/s. In this experiment, max is set to L.
algorithms for both the intra and interframe coding cases. In terms of perceptual quality, the results are positive. For many video sequences, the perceptual quality is improved when using a weighted distortion metric such as the one discussed in this paper. In real-time applications, the entire sequence is not available for processing due to delay restrictions. We are currently investigating the M-D bit rate control problem assuming only a limited portion of the sequence is available for processing at any given time.
